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DNL-3 RELAYS 
********************** 

GENERAL 

Magnetic Circuit 

The magnetic circuit consists of a core #1 two 

pole pieces #2 and an armature #3, Figure 1. 

A 

The top end of the pole pieces must be in a 

plane and the point of contact "A" between the core and the 

ends of the pole pieces must be well cleaned and be free from 

plating. All relays must be calibrated with the core screwed 

down tight against the pole pieces. 

Core Pins 

Relay shall be inspected to see that core pins 

in front of armature provide an air gap between armature and 

pole pieces of 0.012". The two safety core pins in 

the back of the armature (nearest the 
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pivots) should clear the pole pieces by 0.004 11 whe!l the front core 

pins are touching. 

Contacts 

The contact shall have not less than 0.020 11 opening. The 

contact for the Line Type relay will have very little slide and 

pressure (about .25 oz.). With the relay inverted to a position suer 

that the arLlature swings and the front contact just makes, the front 

core pins must be separated from the pole faces by an ap9reciable 

distance, light being clearly visible between the pins and the pole 

faces. The contact on the Track Type relay will be adjusted with 

more slide and pressure (about .75 oz.). This slide will be adjustec 

until the relay releases on the value shown in Tables 3 and~. 

Final Inspection 

Relay armature shall have not less than .01on or more 

than .015" end play. Lock nuts on armature pivot screws must be 

examined to see that they are tight. After the relay is adjusted 

and calibrated the armature stop screw must be adjusted so that its 

head clears the armature by .010" when the relay is deenergized. 

The locl{ nut on the stop screw must be tightened with the screw in 

this position. 

Tynes of Relay 

There are two types of DNL-3 approach lighting relays, 

11Linett and "Track". 'L'he two types are similar, the difference being 

in the resistance of the coils and the adjustment of the contact. 

The coils for the Track type relays are very low resistance(~ ~~11 

fraction of an ohm) while those for th~ Line typa ar~ much highero 
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Calibration: 
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DNL-2 Line Type Relay 
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Tables #1 and #2 below give the maximum direct pick-up and 

release of the Line Type Relay. 

Drop Away 

Current equal to four times the direct pick-up shall be 

applied to the relay and then reduced until the armature falls away. 

This value of current shall be called the drop away and shall not 

be less than the values given in Tables #1 and #2. 

Direct Pick-Up. 

Innnedia_tely after measuring drop away, the circuit shall 

be opened one second and current again applied in the same direction 

and gradually increased until the armature attracts closing front 

contact. This value shall be called Direct Pick-up and shall not 

exceed the values given in Tables #1 and #2. 

Arr.iature to Stop 

The armature shall go to the stop pins at the Direct Pick-up. 

TABLE #1 

SINGLE POINT RELAYS 
Relay Res. Max. D.P.0. Min. Drop-

Ohms Amps. Away;,. Amps. Turns. 

2 .05~ .0234 700 

~ .03 8 .0155 1030 
.02 0 .0116 J.400 

~o .0142 .0063 2610 

ro .0128 .0057 2900 
.0106 .0047 i500 

78 .0090 .0040 100 
125 .0071 .0032 5200 
250 .0051 .0023 7200 
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Relay res. 
Or.ms 
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TABLE #._2. 

TWO POINT RELAYS 

Max D.P.U. 
Amps. 

.090 

.0380 

.0286 

.01.56 

.0140 

.0116 

.0099 

.0078 

.0056 

Min. Drop
Away Amps. 

.055 

.0170 

.0127 

.0070 

.0063 

.005;i. 

.004h 

.0035 

.0025 

* Special Calibration for c. R. r. & P. R.R. 

DNL-3 Track '!'Ype Relay 

Calibration 
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Turns 

700 
1030 
1400 
2610 
2900 
3500 
4100 
5200 
7200 

Tables #3 and #4 below give the maximum direct pick-up, drop-

away and armature to core pin values for the Track Type Relay. The 

values are taken with the core screwed down tight on the pole pieces. 

Drop Away 

Current equal to the direct pick-up and .100 amperes shall 

be applied to the relay and then reduced until the armature falls 

away. This value of current shall be called the drop away and shall 

not be less than the values given in Tables #3 and #4· 

Direct Pick-ug. 

Immediately after measuring drop-away the current shall be 

reduced .100 amperes below drop-away and then without opening the 

circuit gradually increased until the armature attracts closing 

frontcontact. This value of current shall be called Direct Pick~up 

u.nd shall not exceed the values given in Tables#; and #4o 
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Armature to stop 
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This shall be measured by increasing current immediatel'Y 

after measuring.direct pio~up until the contact is :fully 

compressed and core pins touch pole pieces. This value shall 

not exceed the values shown in column headed "Recommended 

Working Current" Tables #0 and #4. 

TABLE #0 

SINGLE POINT RELAYS 

Relay Res·. Max.D.P.U. Min.Drop ... 
Away Amps. Ohms Amps. 

0.520 
0.290 

Relay Res. Max.D.P.u. 
Ohms . Amps. 

o.o5 o.572 
0.14 00319 

0.320 
0.100 

T.Al3LE #4 

TWO POINT RELAYS 

Min. Drop
Away Amps. 

o.352 
0.190 

WRITTEN l!Y (j(.~•'-=r.i-1::t-3::l. 

CHECKED BY ~C -~ 3ES/.37-

Recommended 
Working Current 

0.605 
0.340 

Recommended 
Working Current 

0.666 
0.374 

APPROVED 

DATE 

' ~ ~ 8~11a~,'Z,,. 

Turns 

99 
176 

Turns 

99 
176 


